Fickle Fruit Vendor Instruction Card

If you are holding:

**A SPOON**

If the customer asks for an **APPLE**,

give them a banana and put down the spoon.

If the customer asks for a **BANANA**,

give them an apple.

**No SPOON**

If the customer asks for an **APPLE**,

give them an apple and pick up the spoon.

If the customer asks for a **BANANA**,

give them a banana.
Frustrating Fruit Vendor Instruction Card

If you are holding:

**A SPOON**

If the customer asks for an **APPLE**,

   give them a banana and put down the spoon.

If the customer asks for a **BANANA**,

   give them a banana.

**No SPOON**

If the customer asks for an **APPLE**,

   give them an apple and pick up the spoon.

If the customer asks for a **BANANA**,

   give them a banana.
Fancy Fruit Vendor Instruction Card

If you are holding:

**SPOON and FORK**

If the customer asks for an **APPLE**, 
give them an apple, and put down the fork.

If the customer asks for a **BANANA**, 
give them a banana, and put down the spoon.

**SPOON only**

If the customer asks for an **APPLE**, 
give them a banana, and pick up the fork.

If the customer asks for a **BANANA**, 
give them an apple.

**FORK only**

If the customer asks for an **APPLE**, 
give them a banana, and put down the fork.

If the customer asks for a **BANANA**, 
give them a banana.

**nothing**

If the customer asks for an **APPLE**, 
give them an apple, and pick up the spoon.

If the customer asks for a **BANANA**, 
give them a banana, and pick up the fork.